To facilitate the selection of an optimal therapy for a stroke patient with upper extremity 14 hemiparesis, we propose a cortico-basal ganglia model capable of performing reaching tasks 15 under normal and stroke conditions. The model contains two hemispherical systems, each 16 organized into an outer sensory-motor cortical loop and an inner basal ganglia (BG) loop, 17 controlling their respective hands. In addition to constraint induced movement therapy (CIMT), 18 the model performs both unimanual and bimanual reaching tasks and the simulation results are in 19
INTRODUCTION 27
Stroke is considered to be one of the leading causes of disability and mortality worldwide. It 28 could be either ischemic or haemorrhagic in nature. Stroke generally manifests itself as an upper 29 extremity dysfunction with 80 % patients suffering from it acutely and 40% chronically (Cramer, 118 The sensory motor loop is tested at the level of motor cortex to determine the range of 119 arm movements in the workspace. A direct Gaussian current is given to the MC of size 120 25x25 based on the following equation: (1) 122 where, I app is the input Gaussian current, i MC and j MC represent the MC nodes and i r and 123 j r is the random node at which the current is centred. 124 It is observed from figure 2(B) that, most of the positions in the 2D workspace are 125 accessible by the arm. Also, on analogizing, we found that the activity generated probing The velocity profile of the right arm during a reach; this will serve as control to compare before and after 163 lesion introduction (D) The end effector trajectories obtained in the case of the control for reaching a 164 single target across trials as the learning of the PFC to MC connections (W PFC→MC ) takes place. 165 166 167 The Basal Ganglia (BG) network in the model consists of the following componentsa 168 striatum containing D1-R and D2-R expressing medium spiny neurons, a globus pallidus 169 external (GPe), a globus pallidus internal (GPi), a subthalamic nucleus (STN) and a 170 thalamus. Consistent with our previous models, the BG network is trained using 171 reinforcement learning algorithm with dopamine coding for a temporal difference error 172 signal. The value computed at every time instant t (eqn 23), is given as the input to the 173 BG.
Mapping the arm configurations

Training the Value function in the Basal Ganglia
175
The value difference signal (eqn 24) is then carried via nigrostriatal connections to the 176 striatum where they modulate the activity of D1-R and D2-R expressing neurons 177 according to eqns. (25, 26). 178 In eqns. (25, 26), t D1 and t D2 act as the threshold values of the Direct (DP) and Indirect 179 pathway (IP) respectively. The DP acting via the striatum, GPi and thalamus, is 180 responsible for movement activation, while the IP acting via the striatum, GPe, STN and 181 the thalamus, is responsible for movement inhibition. The selection between the two 182 pathways depends on the input to the striatum.
184
The value function implemented by a multilayer perceptron comprises of an input layer, a 185 hidden layer and an output layer. PC activity at times (t) and (t-1) combined with the PFC 186 activity serves as the input to the network and is utilized to compute the TD error.
187
Training of the network is performed by means of error backpropagation.
189
The value function computed by the BG has its maximum value at the target/goal. Thus, 190 the BG performs a stochastic hill climbing over the value function and in doing so, 191 enables the arm to reach the goal/target. During the initial periods, the movements of the 192 arm are governed by value gradient information; hence its behaviour tends to be more 193 exploratory in nature. As the trials progress, the BG becomes more adept at finding the 194 maximum of the value function thereby driving the arm to make more direct movements, 195 whose activity is now dominated by the PFC. (2) 209 210
(3)
212
Based on the coupling strengths, the reaching task conditions could be categorized into: 
where, 232 g MC is the state of neurons in MC CANN at time 't'.
233
(i,j) corresponds to a 2D array in g MC that is used to define the lesion in MC. Once a lesion is introduced, PC to MC connection is retrained such that the winner node 259 corresponding to the end effector position of the arm is picked from the neighbouring 260 nodes that lie outside the lesion area. The winner node is the one whose weight is the 261 least distant from the given input vector. Also, instead of random initialization of SOM 
Retraining MC to MN Weights
266
MC to MN weights are retrained in order to maintain consistency with respect to 267 retraining the cortical loop once a lesion is introduced. Therefore, the weight updation is 268 given as, both the arms. Similar to their previous case, the participants had to aim and hit switches 298 in response to an LED signal, only that the arms moved to separate targets. This 299 experiment was classified into two based on the level of difficulty of the task assigned to 300 paretic arm. The first type was called "congruent aiming", where the paretic arm moved 301 to a "near" target and the non-paretic arm moved to a "far" target while the second type 302 known as "incongruent aiming" followed the converse of the congruent task setup ( fig.   303 7).
304
The "near" target is placed at 50% of the distance of the far target as shown in fig Winstein's experiment. 'D' refers to the aiming distance. In congruent condition, target for the 319 paretic arm was located at half the distance of target location of the normal arm. In incongruent 320 aiming, the paretic arm had the farther target to reach. 321
Model performance on the reaching tasks 322 323
Symmetric Aiming 324 We simulated the symmetric aiming task in the model by providing each arm with its 325 respective target, placing them at spatially symmetric locations as shown in fig. 8D . In 326 the first case, the arms are allowed to perform the reaching under unimanual aiming 327 conditions where ε=0. This is followed by testing the arm under bimanual conditions 328 using both inhibitory and excitatory coupling (ε < 0 and ε > 0). For each arm, its velocity 329 at every instant in time is recorded and averaged to find the maxima of the velocity 330 profile which is referred to as the PRV. 331 It is observed that under unimanual conditions, the non-paretic arm (left arm in the 332 model) shows a greater PRV than the paretic arm (right arm in the model). Similarly, it is 333 found that during bimanual training of the arms to accomplish the target, the paretic arm 334 showed a significant increase in its PRV whereas the non-paretic arm showed a decrease 335 in its PRV when compared to unimanual training as shown in fig. 8A and B. This was 336 achieved by using the coupling factor where there is excitatory influence from the paretic 337 to the non-paretic arm and inhibitory influence from non-paretic to the paretic arm. Snapshot of the simulation of the arms reaching the targets in incongruent aiming task. 378 379 In this part, we study the effects of different lesion sizes of the MC on reaching Here, we record the reaching error of the arm i.e. the minimum distance of the arm from 387 its target location over lesion sizes starting from 1x1 to 7x7 for CIMT, unimanual and 388 bimanual reaching tasks. The eye of the lesion is exactly on the neuron that gets activated 389 whenever the arm reached its target.
Aiming conditions Vs lesion size
390
In addition, we tested the model performance in two stages of stroke namely, chronic and 391 acute. In chronic stroke, the MC was trained with lesion and then tested. This could be 392 equated to a condition where therapy was provided a few months after the incidence of 393 stroke. While in the acute stroke condition, the MC was trained normally and tested right 394 after introducing the lesion without any further retraining. This could be analogous to a 395 condition where therapy was provided soon after the incidence of stroke. For acute stroke, the value of reaching error is very low in bimanual condition up to a 413 lesion size of 6x6. However, for 7x7 the error rises to a significant level ( fig. 11 ). The 414 opposite pattern is observed for unimanual condition and CIMT. For these, the value of 415 reaching error reduces for larger size of the lesion. This is similar to the trend we 416 observed for chronic stroke. representations for those goal positions (Fig. 5B ). Post intervention, by retraining the 440 connections between the PC and MC that corresponds to the representations lost due to 441 lesion and MC and MN that accounts for the specific configurations of the arm that were 442 absent under stroke conditions, the ability of the arm to reach the targets in its workspace 443 that were previously unreachable, improved. Thus the current model accounts for the 444 recovery of the arm after intervention and also demonstrates the potential to explain 445 functional plasticity in the brain (Cheatwood, Emerick et al. 2008 ).
447
The arm's movement when it reaches the target is analyzed and the trajectories are path variability (Fig.3D) . In late stage training, the contribution from the BG is reduced, 456 with lesser influence from the STN-GPe system, and thereby lesser exploration. These 457 features perhaps explain the reduced path variability in later stages.
458
The velocity of the arm as it reaches the target, shows the characteristic bell-shaped curve 459 profile, though the PRV of the arm under stroke conditions is observed to be lesser than 460 the PRV under normal conditions (Fig. 6C) . Thus, the introduction of stroke in the model 
469
The primary performance index analyzed in this study is the velocity profile of both the 470 arms when they carry out reaching tasks. It is found that during the symmetric aiming under bimanual conditions, the paretic arm showed an increase in its PRV and the non-476 paretic arm showed a significant decrease (Fig. 8) . This result suggests that the non-477 paretic arm aids the paretic arm in moving towards its target, when the arms perform the 478 task under bimanual conditions.
479
A second task is performed by introducing an asymmetry in the target locations. Here 480 again there are two cases. In the first case, in the so-called congruent aiming task, the 481 paretic arm has a near target and the non-paretic arm has a far target. It is observed that 482 when the arms performed the task under both unimanual and bimanual conditions, there 483 seemed to be no significant change in their PRVs: the PRV of the non-paretic arm is 484 found to be higher than the paretic arm in both the cases (Fig. 9 ). It may be inferred that a 485 relatively easier performance target for the paretic arm has an insignificant influence on 486 its PRV and hence does not contribute to any effective improvement of the arm.
487
The second case is known as the incongruent aiming task. Here, the paretic arm has a far 488 target whereas the non-paretic arm has a near target. The PRV's were recorded in the 489 same fashion as before. It is observed that under unimanual conditions, the non-paretic 490 arm has a higher PRV than the paretic limbs as is the normal case. But a surprising 491 change is observed under bimanual conditions, where there is a significant increase in the 492 PRV of the paretic arm accompanied by a significant decrease in the PRV of the non-493 paretic arm (Fig. 10 ). It can be deduced from these changes in the PRV, that using a more 494 challenging target for the paretic arm helps the paretic arm's functional recovery (under 495 bimanual conditions) more than using an easy one. The model is able to capture all of the 496 abovementioned performance variations mentioned in the empirical study (Rose and 497 Winstein 2004). bracket. Interestingly, the opposite is observed for a lesion size of 7x7 with bimanual 533 reaching error being higher than the unimanual and CIMT value. However the difference 534 in the value is not that significant.
535
The second study is carried out under chronic stroke conditions. For 1x1 lesion, both 536 CIMT and bimanual training prove to be effective strategies. But from lesions of size 537 2x2 to 5x5, higher reaching errors in both unimanual and CIMT trainings make it a non-538 preferred strategy for relatively smaller lesion sizes. On the other hand, bimanual training 539 shows a reaching error of zero or approximately zero, until a 5x5 lesion size but spikes 540 suddenly at 6x6 thereby making it an unreliable intervention strategy at greater lesion 541 sizes (Fig. 11B ). Thus we conclude that unimanual reaching and/or CIMT are more 542 preferred rehabilitation strategies for greater lesion sizes in the motor cortex. The model also shows the potential to be developed into a more comprehensive system 554 for targeted reaching by appending the existing model with unified reward and value 555 function. 3-D reaching tasks can also be performed and more realistic motor and 556 somatosensory maps can be generated using LISSOM (Laterally Interconnected 557 Synergistically Self Organising Maps). We also aim to develop a more comprehensive 558 framework of the motor system by augmenting the existing model with a cerebellum 
The measures of the joint angles define the range of movements of the arm over the 2D 600 workspace which contains a given set of targets. Following this, the lengths (μ E and μ S ) of 601 each muscle is calculated from the joint angles by using the following equations: The sensory map of the arm is generated by the PC, which is modeled as a Self-
613
Organizing Map (SOM) (Kohonen 1990) 
624
The lateral connectivity in the CANN model is characterized by short range excitation 625 and long range inhibition whose dynamics are defined by the weight kernel (W MC C ) 626 given by, The output from PC, a matrix of size N PC x N PC , is converted into a vector of size N PC 2 x1 636 and given as input to the SOM part of MC for the development of motor map of the arm.
637
There exists all-to-all connections from the muscles of the arm to PC and PC to MC. The
638
MC SOM is trained using the standard SOM algorithm (Kohonen 1990 ). The activation 639 of a node i in the SOM part of the MC is given by: The outputs from PC (G PC ), BG (G PC ) and PFC (G PFC ) are then presented as input to the 646 MC CANN. The input equation is given by:
where, A PC , A BG , A PFC are the respective gains of the PC, BG and PFC networks.
649
With these inputs, the activation dynamics of the MC is given by:
where g MC is the internal state of the MC neurons.
653
The output MC activity (G(t)) is given by, The MC neurons project into the four motor neurons whose activation is then given by, 656 ( ) ( )
